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After attending this presentation, attendees will be able to recognize the difference between current 

computational research in speaker and author identification and popular but misguided attempts, á la CSI effect, 
at using language data as forensic evidence. 

This presentation will impact the forensic and legal communities by providing lessons learned from 
emerging technologies in novel aspects of forensic identification, showing that when invalid methods are held to 
legal requirements for scientific evidence such methods can at least be hampered if not totally excluded from 
the court system. 

Forensic linguistics provides linguistic analysis as evidence. In forensic linguistics, the linguist focuses on 
answering forensically- significant questions which have arisen in a criminal or civil case. The two most 
common questions are: Who is speaking on this tape? and who wrote this document? Thus, most research in 
forensic linguistics has focused on speaker identification and author identification. Both speaker and author 
identification are classification problems; in each, the linguist is seeking a reliable procedure for classifying 
some speech or some writing to a sample of known speech or known writing. 

The histories of speaker identification and author identification show many curious parallels between the 
voiceprint for speaker identification and forensic stylistics for author identification. Hollien (2002) and Rose 
(2002) both discuss many theoretical and empirical shortcomings of the voiceprint, a.k.a. aural-visual 
method, aural- spectrographic identification method. Although academic phoneticians and acoustic engineers 
rejected the voiceprint, the technique was unfortunately endorsed and used by a prestigious crime laboratory 
and associated with at least one university. Voiceprint examiners made unbelievable and inflated claims about 
how many cases they have been involved in, grandiose claims that each human voice is unique and 
implied that voices were never confusable by voiceprint examiners. The tenacity with which the voiceprint 
technique lingers, even in the face of empirical evidence repudiating its accuracy and court rulings against its 
use as testimony is instructive. Author identification has followed much the same path as speaker identification, 
with forensic stylistics, which is also called by its proponents: text analysis, discourse analysis, 
sociolinguistics, or psycholinguistics, as the intellectual equivalent of the voiceprint. The world-renowned linguist 
David Crystal rejected forensic stylistics as linguistics in a review published in Language, the prestigious 
journal of the Linguistic Society of America. Other linguists have also objected to forensic stylistics being 
represented as linguistics. Some sections of the Federal Bureau of Investigation have adopted and endorsed 
forensic stylistics, while other sections have recognized the severe limitations of this method and prevented 
its use as trial evidence. In independent research projects, Chaski (2001, 2007), St. Vincent and Hamilton 
(2002), and Koppel and Schler (2003) have provided empirical evidence showing that the forensic stylistics 
method has an extremely low accuracy. Forensic stylistics practitioners have claimed to work in unbelievable 
numbers of cases, claimed that the each person has a unique set of vaguely defined stylemarkers, and have 
never produced any empirical evidence in support of their method. Even court rulings which have prevented 
forensic stylistics testimony from being allowed in trial, or stipulated that the forensic stylistics expert is not an 
expert in author identification, or restricted the expert so that he can not state an actual opinion about 
authorship has not stopped the experts from using or attempting to use the method in case and in court. 

Meanwhile, there is exciting current computational forensic linguistics research validating methods in 
both speaker identification and author identification, such as Hollien (2002); Rodman, McAllister, Bitzer, 
Cepeda, and Abbitt, (2002); Reynolds, Andrews, Campbell, Navratil, Peskin, Adami, Jin, Klusacek, Abramson, 
Mihaescu, Godfrey, Jones, Xiang, (2003); Rose (2002); Chaski (2005, 2007); Gamon 2004; Stamatatos, 
Fakotakis, and Kokkinakis (2000, 2001); Diri and Amasyali (2003); Baayen, van Halteran, Neijt and Tweedie 
(2002). These techniques are meeting the challenges for scientific evidence under both Daubert and Frye, but 
still meet resistance in some quarters. Actual reports, court cases, and depositions are presented to support 
this historical analysis. 
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